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remington
Stack up some swine with Remington’s Hog 
Hammer. Tipped with Barnes’ all-copper-con-
struction TSX bullets, the Hog Hammer promises 
28 percent deeper penetration than standard 
lead-core bullets. The result: lots and lots of dead 
pigs. Offering near 100 percent weight retention 
while expanding rapidly to deliver unbelievable 
wound channels, this load is truly remarkable. Its 
flash-suppressed propellant is ideal for nighttime 
and lowlight hunts, and its nickel-plated cases 
chamber flawlessly. Available in seven calibers, 
including .450 Bushmaster, Hog Hammer is the 
ideal choice when it’s hog annihilation time. 
MSRP: Varies by caliber; www.remington.com.

american tactical 
Wreak havoc on coyotes and other predators 
with Ted Nugent .223 Rem. ammo. Yes, American 
Tactical and Uncle Ted cooked up the perfect 
blend — a blend that will boost the number of 
furs you put on the stretcher this season. These 
high-performance rounds sport 36-grain Barnes 
VGFB 20R and 55- and 70-grain T-Shock bul-
lets and ensure a level of accuracy you can trust 
each time you squeeze the trigger. MSRP: $22.60; 
www.americantactical.us. 
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Predator ammo

Sierra Bullets
Predator hunt-
ers who prefer 

a .204 Ruger and 
other .20-calibers demand 

accuracy, and Sierra has delivered in spades. Bul-
letsmiths at Sierra put their heads together and 
developed a pair of BlitzKing bullets ideally suited 
to the .204 Ruger and other .20-caliber cartridges 
such as the .20 Tactical. The #1032 is a 32-grain 
flat base bullet sporting Sierra’s popular MatchKing 
jacket and a proprietary acetyl resin tip for pinpoint 
accuracy and rapid expansion on pesky varmints. 
The #1039 is a 39-grain boattail bullet sporting 
the same MatchKing jacket and acetyl resin tip. 
MSRP: Varies by caliber; www.sierrabullets.com. 

wolf Performance ammunition
New and exciting 
is Wolf’s Brass Case 
.223 Remington 
FMJ bullets. Like 
all of Wolf’s GOLD 
calibers, this hot 
new round of-
fers premium 
out-of-the-box 
performance in a 
reloadable case. Boxer primed with a sear-
ing 3,240 fps muzzle velocity, this 55-grain 
copper jacket round sports the perfect blend 
of accuracy, speed and target devastation. 
MSRP: $15.95; www.wolfammo.com.

Berger Bullets
Popular with the varmint crowd is Berger’s 6mm Match Grade High BC 
FB Varmint bullets. These bullets are a staple for reloading nuts look-
ing for a midweight bullet that offers the advantages of solid velocity 
and high energy. In addition, it gives hunters the load-tuning ability to 
set the bullet back for magazine box length restrictions and still achieve 
the pinpoint accuracy required for this type of hunting. Also sure to be 
cheered, especially by those who prefer to skin and sell their pelts, is the 
fact this bullet will not rip giant entry and exit holes in the fur. The 6MM 
Match Grade High BC FB Varmint is available in 69- and 88-grain bul-
lets. MSRP: 88-grain $38.77; 69-grain $35.53; www.bergerbullets.com.


